MORGAN ACADEMY

Standards and Quality Report
(Session 2013/14)
(Compiled in March 2015 after the INSIGHT school leavers results have been published)

Section 1 Introduction and School Aims
VALUES
Morgan Academy – its pupils and staff in partnership with parents and with its local community – asserts that every
pupil regardless of background, ethnic origin, creed, gender or ability are all equally valued and have the right to
an education of both quality and value. With this right comes the responsibility of ensuring that all others have
unhindered access to their education, and of helping to maintain a considerate and co-operative partnership
between all the members of the Morgan Academy community.
AIMS
To promote these values Morgan Academy aims to:

(1)

Encourage a belief in the value of education, not only for the individual but also for the benefit of society
as a whole.

(2)

Develop in pupils a sense of maturity, independence and self-respect and consideration of the rights of
others.

(3)

Provide an appropriate learning environment which seeks to ensure that all pupils attain to the maximum
of their potential to become successful learners, confident individuals and effective contributors.

(4)

Develop in pupils a wide range of knowledge and skills for Life, Learning and Work

(5)

Prepare pupils to become valuable members of society and to follow careers in which they may enjoy
satisfaction and success.

(6)

Enable all of Morgan Academy’s young people to make decisions based on knowledge, not on prejudice
or ignorance.

(7)

Foster a belief in the value of community to encourage and ensure our pupils become responsible citizens.

(8)

Share in and contribute to the local, national and international community.

(9)

Foster a positive attitude towards health and the environment.

(10)

Develop a sense of responsibility towards helping Morgan Academy to achieve these aims.

This annual Standards and Quality Report (2013-14) is presented within the context of
the Authority’s improvement objectives (Education Department document Aims, Vision and
Values) and Morgan Academy’s Values and Aims outlined above. By operating within this
context Morgan Academy school community ensures that it puts the individual child and their
family at the centre of our practice in line with GIRFEC principles (Getting it Right for Every
Child).
The following sections are included in the Report:
Section 1 – Introduction and School Aims (this section)
Section 2 - Improvements in Performance and Attainment (and Appendix 1)
Section 3 - Improvement Planning
Section 4 - Parent Council Activities
Section 5 - Pupil Council Activities
Section 6 – Pupil and School Achievements (and Appendix 2)

The Report draws on the findings of an Extended Review of Morgan Academy practice
carried out by Dundee City Council Secondary Education Manager and Education Officers
assisted by a peer Secondary Head Teacher in February 2014 and on the findings of a recently
held Attainment Review carried out by the Local Authority in March 2015. This Report is also
informed by the school’s own findings including a review of results and achievements and
from the findings of its own self-evaluation procedures. Information is also drawn from the
inspection of the policies and practice of Morgan Academy carried out by Her Majesty’s
Inspectors of Education (HMIe) and described in their Report of March 2007.
Morgan Academy continues to move forward positively responding to the needs of its
young people which was recognised by HMIe as providing a “very supportive environment for
learning.” (HMIe March 2007). HMIe also noted, as has the Local Authority in its reviews
since then, that there is strong leadership within Morgan Academy, good management
mechanisms in place and that Morgan Academy “had very good capacity for further
improvement.”
The Extended Review Team in February 2014 noted that our young people “benefit
from very positive relationships with staff in classes and have access to good opportunities to
extend their learning through a range of out of class activities both in school and in the local
community.’ In the written Extended Review Report many other positive comments were made
in relation to:
· the quality of learning and teaching
· the attainment of many of our young people
· the positive ethos in the school
· the behaviour of pupils and the good working relationship between staff and pupils
· teamwork and staff involvement in the school
· the positive pupil, staff and community view of the school
· management and leadership of the school at all levels
· the broader opportunities provided to our young people including Duke of Edinburgh programme, S1
Electives, sport, musical, artistic, drama, buddying, peer education, trips/visits.

While a core purpose of Morgan Academy must be to raise the attainment of our pupils
to a maximum, and the next section focuses on this, you will appreciate after reading this
Report that the broader achievement and development of our young people is equally important
to us. For this reason throughout the Report you will see some photographs of the variety of
activities our young people have been involved in during the past session.

S6 Pupils and the Senior Management Team 2014

Section 2 - Improvements in Performance and Attainment
Improvement in performance and attainment is presented under two categories – for pupils
who are following a broad general education (S1-S3) and for pupils in the senior phase (S4S6).
Pupil Progress and attainment in S1-S3 (Broad General Education)
Responses from our S1 pupils, feedback from the Local Authority (at review meetings) as well
as feedback from parents at parent evenings (November 2014) indicate that almost all our
pupils settle in quickly and effectively to secondary school life. They enjoy the secondary
school experience and feel encouraged and supported. This is in part due to the effective
primary/secondary school liaison which takes place as well as having an effective primary
induction programme. This was commented upon positively by HMIe in their inspection report
of March 2007. This has been taken forward in many ways since then and was also commented
on positively in the Local Authority Extended Review in February 2014. We continue to
improve links and our Principal Teachers of
Maths and English along with Guidance and
transition staff have been improving curricular
links with our associated primary schools
particularly in numeracy and literacy. Our
transition literacy programme continues to
develop and we have enterprise links with our
associated primary schools. Each year we involv
e our primary seven pupils in an enterprising
problem-solving workshop. In 2014 this
involved P7 pupils in a group work ‘survival
Independent Learning in the Library
task’ in a desert island scenario!

Two sessions ago we introduced an S6 buddy system to support our new S1 pupils.
This involves trained S6 volunteers registering with S1 pupils in the morning and supporting
them as they settle into secondary school life. This Buddy Programme works well in helping
our new S1 pupils settle in to Morgan Academy school life. Our Nurture Area, developed to
support a small group of young people entering S1 who require special support to make the
transition to secondary school life, is also developing well with preparation and liaison already
under way to support the next group of S1 pupils who will join Morgan in August 2015.
More generally, our young people in S1-S3 are
making steady progress in all areas of the curriculum.
Literacy and numeracy skills are core components of the S1S3 curriculum in English and Maths respectively. This
combined with numeracy and literacy skill development
across the curriculum is helping to ensure that all of our
young people make progress in these areas (see our school
leavers attainment information in the next section). The
development of these skills is coordinated by our Numeracy
Working with others in Science 2014
and Literacy working groups respectively.

The ability to work with others is also developed during the broad general curriculum
phase. Related inter-personal skills are also developed across the curriculum most notably in
team work activities and project work.The S1 Electives also provide a sound basis for
developing our young people’s ability to work with others.
Problem Solving skills are developed across a range of subjects and through whole year
group workshops (Maths Challenge, Health workshops etc) and also through the S1 Electives.
Through the S1 Elective Programme almost all S1 pupils obtained a Bronze Dynamic Youth
Award by the end of S1 during session 2013-14.
IT skills are also developed across the curriculum although skill development in this
area has a particular focus in the Business Education and Computer Studies Departments where
inter-departmental liaison has resulted in an
integrated approach to the development of IT
skills in S1-S3. Through our special Social
Education programme, and with key support
from Guidance staff, Support for Learning
staff, ASN staff and all teachers, the school
endeavours to ensure that the health and
wellbeing of all pupils is a main focus. Where
appropriate, partner agencies are involved
including our School Community Support
Service (SCSS) and Social Work. Our Friday
lunch time Morgan Academy Drop in Clinic
Business Education Class 2014
(MADIC) continues to be well attended by
our young people. Within classes, to
encourage motivation and learner enjoyment, effective use of IT and relevant course work is
employed, as are modern pupil centred teaching approaches. In these ways we try to ensure
that health and general wellbeing as well as improved focus and motivation of our pupils
contributes to their attainment.
Pupils with particular needs benefit from additional support beyond that described
above and partner agencies are sometimes called on to provide support. This is coordinated
through Team Around the Child meetings (TAC meetings) and all that we do is against the
background of GIRFEC principles (Getting it Right for Every Child).

Outlined below is a summary of the way two of our departments are taking forward the key
areas of Literacy, Numeracy, Health and Wellbeing, Working with Others and ICT. The impact
these experiences are having on pupils’ attainment and experiences is also outlined. Such
experiences are provided in subject areas across the curriculum with a different emphasis in
each curricular area.

BGE opportunities and experiences for
developing skills for learning, life and work.

Impact on pupils’ attainment and
achievement.

See additional Departmental returns. Examples
from two departments are outlined below – Biology
and Art.
Biology
Literacy – many opportunities for reading
instructions, researching and producing factual
reports.
Numeracy – required to carry out simple
calculations and produce graphs from data.
Thinking skills – need to be able to analyse data
generated by experiment and draw relevant
conclusions based on their knowledge.
HWB – experience topics dealing with health
issues and measurement of fitness as well as
control measures for pathogenic bacteria and
spread of disease.

Development and consolidation of
all these skills to a high level will
allow the individuals to progress to
the Senior Phase of CfE and attain
good quality qualifications from the
SQA.
The achievement of these skills will
also be a big help in obtaining
employment in the future as well as
being aware of healthy life styles.
All these skills are part of most
lessons in BGE in the Biology
Department.

Working with others – many opportunities to work
in groups as part of a team and experience
different roles within the group including
leadership.
ICT – use of ICT to gather data as well as use as a
source of information for research projects. Use of
IWB to deliver lessons and allow pupils to
manipulate information is part of most lessons.
Art
Literacy across learning.
Critical work using variety of styles – co-op
learning, group work, PowerPoints, research.
Numeracy across learning.
Measuring and gridding lessons – runs through
numerous lessons in curriculum.

Independent skills, instils confidence
in learning, develops research skills
for senior years- written exams.
Improves quality of practical work,
improves accuracy.

Thinking Skills across learning
Design units S1-S3 variety.

Problem solving, creative solutions,
ability to make appropriate choices.

HWB across learning
Skills in practical work, repeating of basic skills,
learning new skills with materials.

Independence, building confidence,
encourages calm and safe
environment.

Personal Learning Planning & Career Management
Choices in lessons, choices and materials and
themes.

Enthusiasm and motivation.

Working with others
Working in pairs, group work, team work. Looking
after materials in group.
Physical co-ordination and movement.

Consideration of others’ working
area, respect for classroom and
materials.

Enterprise and Employability
Creative spaces competition, career related
competitions, visiting artists/designers coming in to
talk to pupils.

Provide information, correct choices.
Help provide insight into future
choices.

Improve quality of outcomes,
broaden choices for work. Improves
research skills.

ICT
Photoshop skills, scanners for some pupils.

A school audit by staff of the wellbeing indicators suggested that we are making very
good progress in relation to the implementation of GIRFEC and developments in this area will
continue in our new Improvement Plan 2015-18 (please see section 3)
The Curriculum for Excellence levels within which the young people in S1-S3 in Morgan
Academy are operating (in three key curriculum areas) can be seen in the table below. Figures
are in percentages.

Stage
S1

S2

S3

CfE Level

Literacy

Numeracy

Physical
Education

2

19

51

94

3

81

49

6

4

0

0

0

2

8

23

56

3

77

30

41

4

16

47

3

2

5

20

3

3

53

22

70

4

42

58

27

Broad General to Senior Phase – moderation and verification of standards
During S3 our young people become more and more prepared for the senior phase which begins
after the timetable change in May of S3. Depending upon progress to date within the
Curriculum Levels in S3 our young people begin to follow national qualifications at National
3, National 4 or National 5 levels. All of these national qualifications involve an element of
internal assessment. In order to make sure standards of internal assessments are maintained
within our school, Morgan’s subject departments have robust internal moderation procedures
in place and every department has its own ‘Internal Verification Policy’. Staff have been to
local authority and national events to make sure they are familiar with and fulfil requirements
relating to internal assessments. In addition, the SQA themselves moderate/ verify the quality
of pupils work either through collecting in samples centrally or by sending out examiners to
individual schools. To date all such external moderation in Morgan Academy has been passed
and in many instances moderators/examiners have commented very positively on the standard
of work they have seen. We are learning from these new procedures in the senior school and
beginning to take such moderation procedures forward in the Broad General phase in S1-S3.
Further progress in this area will be a key development point in our new Improvement Plan
(please see section 3).

Pupil Progress and Attainment in National Qualifications in S4-S6 – the
Senior Phase
Appendix 1 describes the attainment of our pupils using data and graphs obtained from the new Scottish
database called INSIGHT which provides attainment data for all Scottish secondary schools and
compares individual schools in our case, Morgan Academy, to a ‘virtual comparator’ which includes
over 1000 other Scottish SQA candidates of the similar age and demographic profile as the pupils in
Morgan Academy. Comparisons can also be made with Dundee City pupils’ data as well as data for
pupils nationally.

A. Improving Attainment in Literacy and
Numeracy 2010-14 (Graph A in appendix 1)




At SCQF level 4 and 5 note the trend
to improve Literacy and Numeracy
Levels from 2010-2014 in Morgan
Academy
At SCQF level 4 and 5 in 2014 Morgan
Academy pupils do better than pupils
in our Virtual Comparator

B. Percentage of School Leavers Entering a
Positive Destinations 2010-14 (Graph B in
appendix 1)
Senior School Trip to the USA October 2014



For four out of the past 5 sessions a higher percentage of Morgan pupils entered a
positive destination than in our Virtual Comparator or Dundee City or Nationally.




For four out of the past 5 years over 90% of Morgan Academy leavers have entered
positive destinations.
In 2014 a very similar percentage of Morgan Academy school leavers have entered
positive destinations compared to our virtual comparator, Dundee City and nationally.

C. Improving Attainment for All (as measured by average tariff score)* Graph C in
appendix 1
*Every award or pass is allocated a score or tariff enabling a pupil’s overall attainment to be measured by
their total tariff score. A group of pupils’ average tariff score can be compared with other groups.





In terms of overall attainment, Morgan Academy leavers in the highest attaining 20% have
performed better than pupils in our virtual comparator and about the same as Dundee pupils
and slightly lower than the national figure.
Morgan Academy school leavers in the middle 60% have attained the same as pupils in our
virtual comparator and Dundee City pupils overall and slightly below the national figure.
Morgan Academy school leavers in the bottom 20% attain slightly lower than our virtual
comparator and nationally and the same as the 20% lowest attaining pupils in Dundee City.

Section 3 - Planning For Improvement
We have improvements planned in a number of areas and these improvement targets are listed in our
School Improvement Plan 2012-15 under the following four Project headings which we have been
taking forward for almost three years. We are coming to the end of this three year planning cycle and
are currently reviewing our achievement of these targets. We will take on board the results of this review
as well as local authority and national priorities to formulate new Projects, Targets and Tasks to compile
a new Improvement Plan 2015-18 by June 2015. Current Projects are:
A. Develop the curriculum and approaches to learning and teaching consistent with CfE
Principles.
B. Develop our systems for supporting pupils in line with GIRFEC (Getting it Right for Every
Child) principles to ensure maximum inclusion
C. Continue to raise achievement and attainment within a positive and developing school ethos
D. Continue to develop effective QA/self-evaluation and to support and develop effective staff CPD
A key area for development over the three year period relates to Curriculum for Excellence and the
introduction of new national qualifications in 2014 (Project A above). The targets for this Project are:
1. Continue to develop learning and teaching approaches and to share good classroom practice.
To include effective use of new technologies.
2. Support Departments to consolidate new S1 and S2 courses and to introduce new S3 courses
based on the new outcomes and experiences.
3. Ensure
appropriate
cross
curricular delivery of literacy,
numeracy, health and wellbeing
and eco issues to include
appropriate articulation with the
primary curriculum
4. Support Departments to develop
courses in S3-S6 which deliver
new national qualifications (N3N7) allowing pupils to reach their
maximum level of attainment
5. Develop effective assessment/
moderation procedures and
monitoring and tracking
procedures
School Rugby Coaching at DISC 2014
incorporating an effective system of on-line tracking in all levels of the curriculum.
6. Ensure appropriate development of vocational opportunities including enterprise developments
throughout the curriculum.
7. Curriculum architecture/design modified to allow a flexible approach to the delivery of N3-N7
courses and ensures integrated delivery of key curriculum components
All of these targets have been achieved either fully or to a great extent. We have a number of other
specific targets within each of the other three Projects (B, C and D) and these targets are described in
our School Improvement Plan 2012-15. More detail on the progress to date in achieving all of these
targets is provided in the Plan. If any parent/carer would like a copy of our School Improvement Plan
2012-15 then please contact our school Office.

Section 4 – Parent Council Report (October 2014)
MAPP is the Parent Council of Morgan Academy and as a Morgan pupil’s parent/carer, you
automatically become a member of what’s called the Parent Forum. The following information was
provided by our MAPP Chairman, Mrs Kay Wilson.
MAPP is here to represent all parents/carers in that forum and as a Parent Forum member you have:




a right to advice and information
about your child's education at
the school
the opportunity to be more
involved with what the school is
doing
the opportunity, along with all
the other parents to have your
views represented through your
Parent Council

What do we do?







We support the school in its work
with pupils and parents
Parent Council Members helping at Spring Fete 2014
We represent the views of parents
We promote contact and
communication between the school, parents/carers, pupils and the wider community
We report back to all the parents/carers in the school (called the Parent Forum)
We play a role in the appointment of Head teachers
and Depute head teachers

What did we did in 2013/2014? Well, we …











held regular MAPP meetings that were open to all parents/carers and the Minutes of our meetings were
added to the school website so that parents could see what had been discussed
worked closely with Mr Shaw and his staff whenever possible
supported the school’s Spring Fete in April 2014 with MAPP running the Cake and Candy stall
organised guest speakers to talk on ‘The Role of a Guidance Teacher’ and ‘Teenage Psychology’
promoted MAPP at several school events, especially at P7 Induction events
discussed and gave our views on the latest School Improvement Plan
liased with Morgan Academy’s Former Pupils Association
arranged a ‘Sample a school meal’ and School Guidance presentation at our 2014 AGM for
parents/carers
attended the Director of Education meetings and Secondary’s Chairs meetings where we were part of
consultation on education matters
and last but not least, we raised questions from parents on a variety of subjects.

You would be really welcome at any of our parent council meetings, for as long or as short a time as
you can manage. Please check the School’s website for dates of future meetings. They all take place
at 6.30pm, in school … just enter by main door and follow the signs!
Many thanks for your continuing support.
Kay Wilson
MAPP Chairperson
You can contact me on Tel: 01382 456141
or at morgan@dundeeparentcouncil.org
or wilson.k@talk21.com

Section 5 – Pupil Council Report (November 2014)
Since session 2010 – 11 the Pupil Council has operated based on our House System. Every pupil is
free to nominate themselves at the start of the year, and then the nominations are checked by each House
Team to ensure that candidates will show the appropriate commitment to the Council throughout the
year. Then, if more than one candidate is available for each form class, an election is carried out by the
relevant class.
Prior to each Council Meeting the class representatives are reminded and encouraged to collect the
views of their fellow classmates. Airlie, Cortachy and Mains Houses then meet as separate councils,
chaired and minuted by their House Captains. The House Captains then meet within a week or two of
that meeting to discuss the relevant issues raised in a Senior Council meeting, led by the School Vice
Captains. The minutes are given to the Board of Management, as well as displayed on the Pupil Council
noticeboard in the school’s social area.
Morgan Academy has also had a consistent representation on the ( Dundee ) City Wide Pupil Council
which meets monthly. The school’s Pupil Council is led and managed by Mr Wallace, with Mrs Low
providing the link to the Board
of Management team.
The Pupil Council over the
past year has continued to
provide an opportunity for
dialogue
with
Tayside
Contracts with regards to the
canteen.
One of the
responsibilities for the class
reps this session was to find
out how many people in their
respective form classes eat
Halal meet, and ascertain if
these pupils would be more
likely to use the canteen if
these requirements were met.
The pupils have continued to
show their responsibility in
raising concerns about where
Participants suitably guised for the Senior Hallowe'en Dance 2014
parents park, the flow of
people in the corridor during the change in classes and how to support younger children in the school,
amongst other topics. The Pupil Council continues to support the underlying principles of Curriculum
for Excellence, in letting our pupils effectively contribute, growing as confident individuals and
demonstrating through their discussions and viewpoints that they can be responsible citizens. In
contributing to positive changes in the school, Morgan Academy’s pupils aim towards becoming even
more successful learners.

Section 6 – School and Pupil Broader Achievements
In addition to the promotion and development of attainment, Morgan Academy provides a wide
range of opportunities to ensure our young people develop self-confidence, ambition, positive attitudes
and a sense of responsibility along with a caring approach to those around them including their school,
family and local community. A positive approach to personal health is also developed and supported as
are matters relating to conservation and sustainability.
In Social Education, health issues are regularly discussed with a view to developing positive
attitudes to healthy eating and sexual health. Our peer educators and health buddies assist with this.
Conservation issues and specific practices relating to recycling are discussed and encouraged. Healthy
lifestyle choices are encouraged through lunch-time drop-in sessions and other initiatives relating to
our health promotion programme. The school has an active ‘ecogroup’ consisting of staff and pupil
volunteers. Some of our other school activities/achievements include:
CHARITIES

Two of our S6 Vice Captains, Hannah and Chloe, were charged with leading the senior Interact
Committee. They planned and coordinated a variety of charity events throughout the session, showing
once again how generous and thoughtful our pupils and their families can be. Local and national
charities have benefitted from over £3000 due to our fundraising efforts! Thank you therefore to all
those pupils, staff, families and friends of Morgan Academy who generously contributed money no
matter how small an amount. Fund raising activities included:


The S6 Interact (Charity) Committee held a Coffee Morning to raise funds for MacMillan
Cancer in the Assembly Hall in September from 10.30am – 12noon. Many staff and senior
pupils attended and the tremendous sum of £500 was raised for this worthwhile charity. Thank
you to all staff and pupils who attended and to those who donated raffle prizes or simply made
a monetary donation.



The weekly penny collection raised an amazing £450 and the money was split between CHAS
(£300) and Brae Riding for the Disabled. This initiative has continued this session and many
worthwhile causes have benefitted from pupils spare change over the years. We do not look for
pupils to donate large amounts – only any spare change that they may have.



Very well done to Mr Thomson, Mr Ansquer, Mr Lockhart, Mr Shaw and Fionna Shaw who as
the Morgan Freewheelers team took part in the Dundee Cyclathon on15th September 2013. In
windy and wet conditions all successfully completed the course in under 3 hours with some
members of the squad going round the 26 mile route in 2 hours! More importantly the team
have raised £150 for the Radio Tay Charity, Children First. Thank you to all those who
contributed.



We were fully involved in November’s Children in Need events. Our assemblies highlighted
how the money raised in Scotland is used and staff and pupils responded by donating to the
‘bucket collection’ throughout the week and by buying some small ‘Pudsey’ memorabilia
which were on sale at our ‘Pudsey shop’ in the social area at lunchtime on Children in Need
Friday. The Fairtrade tuck-shop was also open with some of the money raised there being
forwarded to Children in Need – thank you to everyone who contributed. The tremendous some
of £270 was raised and this has been sent on to the charity.



A staff/former pupils dinner was held in November 2013 and £100 from that event along with
£100 given to our pupil performers for their display at the Christmas Lights Night event and
£50 raised by staff was sent to the Philippine Disaster Appeal. A donation from the PDA Fayre
(see below) was also been sent to the Disaster Appeal.



Just before Christmas 2013, along with a successful end of term carol concert and another
Interact Coffee Morning was held. It raised the tremendous sum of £300 with £150 going to
Tayside Children with Cancer and Leukaemia and £150 to Age Concern.



Very well done to all of the pupils who took part in the Personal Development Award Christmas
Fayre in December 2013 and who put so much work and creativity into making art and craft
objects over the past few weeks to sell. They all did an excellent job making the items and on
the day running the café where staff and friends of Morgan were able to have tea/coffee and
cakes. Thank you to Ms Smith, all of the SfL staff and S3/S4 PDA teachers and assistants who
have been working with the pupils and have supported them so well. The staggering amount of
£700 was raised by S3/S4.The pupils did a fantastic job during this project and should be very
proud of their achievements. Many thanks and well done once again to everyone else involved
in this successful event. The funds raised were donated to local charities and to the IDC in aid
of the Philippines disaster.



One Saturday in late February 2014 marked the main fund raising day for the Rotary
International campaign to end polio across the world in the Purple Crocus Campaign .
Morgan Academy was part of this campaign.



Friday 21st March 2014, Sport Relief Day, was a non-uniform and annual charity day with
various activities taking place. Pupils paid £1 for the privilege of wearing non uniform. At
lunchtime there was also an S6 “Take Me Out” event in the hall – well done to all S6s who
took part in such a fun way - Jason Corr was an excellent Paddy McGuiness! There was also
public leg waxing where a number of S6 boys had their legs waxed and were joined by Mr
Shaw. There was also a cake and candy stall and a tombola in the hall as well as face painting
courtesy of Miss MacKay and senior Art pupils. Money raised from the face painting and one
or two other events is going to a cancer charity in support of one of our former pupils—well
over £160!Overall the fund raising efforts on Friday were excellent and unbelievably over
£1,060 was raised for Sport Relief! Very well done to the Interact Committee and all S6 pupils
and staff who helped in these fund raising efforts. Finally a huge thank you to all of our pupils,
families, friends and staff who contributed so generously on the day.



Chloe and Hannah, our Interact Vice Captains, attended a Dundee Rotary lunch in June 2014
at the Invercarse Hotel to give a talk along with Interact members from the High School of
Dundee, St John’s and Menzieshill. Chloe and Hannah were a credit to the school giving a
presentation to Rotarians about the tremendous fund raising that our Interact and the Morgan
community have been involved in this year. There were many positive comments from
Rotarians about the appearance and positive nature of our young people and the tremendous
fund raising for charity that has been taking place.

Appendix 2 lists some of the other achievements of Morgan Academy teams and individual pupils
during session 2013/14.
ATTENDANCE

Attendance has shown an improving trend over the past four years from 87.6% in 2004/05 to 89.7 in
2009/10 and 89.5% in 2010-11. For the first time in a number of years in session 2011-12 attendance
broke the 90% mark at 90.08% and remained over 90% in session 2013-14. During the current session
(2014-15) there will be a number of pupils receiving Bronze, Silver and Gold attendance awards.

Appendix 1
A. Improving Attainment in Literacy and Numeracy 2010-14




At SCQF level 4 and 5 note the trend to improve Literacy and Numeracy Levels from
2010-2014 in Morgan Academy
At SCQF level 4 and 5 in 2014 Morgan Academy pupils do better than pupils in our
Virtual Comparator

B. Percentage of School Leavers Entering a Positive Destinations 2010-14





For four out of the past 5 sessions a higher percentage of Morgan pupils entered a
positive destination than in our Virtual Comparator or Dundee City or Nationally.
For four out of the past 5 years over 90% of Morgan Academy leavers have entered
positive destinations.
In 2014 a very similar percentage of Morgan Academy school leavers have entered
positive destinations compared to our virtual comparator, Dundee City and nationally.

C. Improving Attainment for All (average tariff scores)





In terms of overall attainment, Morgan Academy leavers in the highest 20% have performed
better than pupils in our virtual comparator, about the same as Dundee pupils and slightly
lower than the national figure.
Morgan Academy school leavers in the middle 60% have attained the same as pupils in our
virtual comparator and Dundee City pupils overall and slightly below the national figure.
Morgan Academy school leavers in the bottom 20% attain slightly lower than our virtual
comparator and nationally and the same as the 20% lowest attaining pupils in Dundee City.

The table on the next page presents the attainment data for all leavers (in S4, S5 and S6) in terms of
the percentage of pupils who obtain a number of awards at the various levels. The data for Morgan is
presented along with the attainment data for our Virtual Comparator.

MORGAN ACADEMY ATTAINMENT FOR SCHOOL LEAVERS JUNE 2014
(IN S4/S5 AND S6) COMPARED WITH OUR VIRTUAL COMPARATOR
Morgan Leavers
(% age Pupils)
5+ level 3 Awards
5+ level 4 Awards
1+ level 6 Awards
3+ level 6 Awards
5+ level 6 Awards
1+ level 7 Awards

88
81
55
39
21
21

Virtual Comparator
(% age Pupils)
91
83
55
38
24
14

Note that for 3 categories Morgan Academy pupils’ attainment is very similar to the pupils’ in our
virtual comparator school. For two categories Morgan pupils do better and at the highest level of
award in Scottish Schools, Advanced Higher, Morgan pupils have done significantly better in the 1+
level 7 Awards category (21% as opposed to 14% in our virtual comparator).
Equivalences:
SCQF Levels 3, 4, 5 = National 3; National 4; National 5 Awards respectively
SCQF Level 6 = Higher Grade
SCQF Level 7 = Advanced Higher Grade

Appendix 2
S1-S3 Other Achievements (session 2013-14)
We now have in place a curriculum which provides a broad, general education between S1 and S3. This
curriculum provides many opportunities for our young people to excel as does the wealth of out of class
experiences provided. Specific developments in the S1-S3 broad, general curriculum introduced over
the past three sessions have included:







more up to date content in many areas of the curriculum and new learning opportunities based
on the Outcomes and Experiences
All S1 pupils, for one period a week, are given a choice of interest based elective subjects
ranging from animation to school magazine production to pin-hole photography. Successful
completion of an elective results in many of our young people gaining a Dynamic Youth
Award.
‘Theme weeks’ introduced a few years ago continue to be developed. There were three theme
weeks on our calendar for session 2013-14. They take place over the course of the year where
whole school activities (including assemblies) and classroom lessons relate to specific topics.
These theme weeks help to develop cross-curricular links and help to put different subjects into
context and give them more relevance to our young people.
Subject Departments are also encouraged and supported to work collaboratively across the
curriculum to help ensure that the core skills of literacy, numeracy and health and well being
are embedded within lessons.

Individual S1/S3 pupil academic and other achievements include:
S1-S2 pupils have performed well this session on the national UK Junior Maths Challenge:


Best in School/Gold Award

Piotr Lelinski 2A1



Silver Award/Best in Year

Mark Brough 1AA



Silver Awards

Aaron Matthew 2AA
Pyper Nixon 2M1
Ammar Khursid 2A1



Bronze Award

Shannon Robertson 1C1
Ami Ejaz 1A2
Abbie Bruce 1M2
Cody Gunning 1M2
Taylor Forbes 1CC
Ross Bell 2A2
Atiya Rubbani 2M1
Macjec Walcazk 2M1
Carly Lawson 2M2

Three S3 pupils tied for ‘Best in Year’ in the national UK Intermediate Maths Challenge:


Bronze award (and best in year)

Andrew Brough 3AA
Danielle McFawns 3A1
Rachael Adam 3A1



Selected to play for Scotland U/13 Ice Hockey Team
and Great Britain inline roller Hockey Team

Drew Rumgay 1CC



Youngest Competitors in the Morgan
Rock and Pop Awards 2013

Shania Guild 1A2
Jay Winsland 1A2



Participation in the Dundee STEM Gamemaker
Challenge 2013

Kyle Anderson 3CC
Kasam Ahmad 3C2
Caitlin McGechie 3C2
Cain Culley 3M1
Osamah Ejaz 3AA
Jamie Gordon 3C2



Finalists in National Competition
Inspire- Aspire at Glasgow University

Nicole Mathieson 2A2
Pyper Nixon 2M1



Dundee Schools Modern Studies Quiz Participants 2014

Scott Coyle 2M2
Jasmine Kettles 2M2
Carly Lawson 2M2
Lewis Mulligan 2C1



Dundee Schools Modern Studies Quiz Winners 2014

Caitlin Baird 2A2
Robert Phillips 2A1
Liam Creegan 2AA
Paige Duncan 2M2



Selected to cater at City Chamber for McManus
Award 2014 for the Lord Provost, Prize
nominees and invited guests

Siobhan Kilhooley 2A2
Chelsea Johnston 2CC
Ashleigh Markie 2A1
Eve Webster 2M2



Scotherbs/University Business Challenge 2014
Winning Team

Team Basil
Ben Craib 3MM
Bradley Etchels 3CC
Alix Hill 3AA
Ameera Iqbal 3M2
Shyan MacPhail 3C1
Shonagh Quinton 3A2



Leng Medal 2014 Participants (School Wide)

Rachael Adam 3A1
Rennie Adam 3M1
Bethany Cameron 3A2
Mahleena Faisal 1A2
Janey Lawson 3M1
Skye Leitch 1C1
Rachel Millar 3M1
Aleceia McGouldrick 3M2



Silver Leng Medal Winner

Rachael Adam 3A1



Gold Leng Medal Winners (City Wide)

Rachael Adam 3A1
Marceli Guziewicz 3MM



Tayside and North of Scotland Procurator
Fiscal’s Public Speaking Trophy



Peer Education has been a great success again this year with a group of 20 Peer Educators involved
in delivering to our 3 feeder primary schools, Glebelands, Dens Road and Clepington plus Mill O
Mains Primary. The training began back in September and all our peer educators have been
involved with the training and delivery all year. The delivery sessions took place during the months
of November, December and January and each peer educators is now completing their work profiles
to achieve their Youth Achievement Awards. The delivery in the primary schools has been a real
success and the pupils involved have gained so much out of the project. A sense of teamwork and
leadership has been recognised and their self esteem and confidence has increased. They have also
been made more aware of risk taking behaviour and greater awareness of services that they can
access which are locally and nationally available for them. Certificate winners are listed in the next
section.



Our Health Buddies programme has also been successful this session. Health Buddies have been
taken in house this year, having previously been organised by The Corner. We have had 24 S3’s
committed to teaching the S1’s about Sex Education and Relationships in January of 2014. This
has involved 9 weeks of training out of school hours with 6 of the S4 previous Health Buddies
playing a major part in this training. The actual teaching was delivered over 4 weeks of PSE classes
in January.
All the Health Buddies are receiving their Saltire Volunteering Award. The majority of the Health
Buddies are putting this excellent volunteering experience towards their Duke of Edinburgh Bronze
Volunteering Medal. The S1 evaluation shows that they have all learnt a lot about this topic and
have found it a lot less embarrassing than being taught by classroom teachers!! There has been a
lot more interaction with questions being asked and answered without age barriers. The Health
Buddies all had a reward day out with Ancrum Road Outdoor Centre at Clatto Park and thoroughly
enjoyed the experiences of archery, cycling and orienteering. Certificate winners are listed in the
next section.

Luke Burr 3C1
Danielle McFawns 3A1

S4-S6 Other Achievements (session 2013-14)
Individual S4-S6 pupil achievement items include:


Performers in Dundee Schools Music Theatre
production of Sweet Charity at the Dundee Rep

Iain Brown 5M2
Maria Mackay*
Natalie MacKnight*
(*recent former pupils)



Performing in Dundee Schools Music Theatre
production of Miss Saigon in the Gardyne
Theatre

Iain Brown 6MM
Lucy Hendry 6C1
Katie Malone 6CC
Hannah Scott 6CC
Chloe Teale 6C1



Performing in Dundee Schools Music Theatre
production of Footloose in the Whitehall Theatre

Marceli Guziewicz 4MM
Paul Maitland 4C2
Kieran Wilson 4M1
Maria Mackay (S6 last session)



Representing Morgan Academy at the Dundee City
Claverhouse Powerpoint Challenge 2014

Rebecca Blair 4M2
Andrew Creegan 4A1
Lauren Simpson 4M1







UK Intermediate Maths Challenge results:
Best in School and Gold Certificate

Brandon McLeod 4M1

Silver Certificate

Greg Donaldson 4C1
Kerin Waterson 4MM
Liam Green 4A2
Emma Clark 4A1
Louise Cathro 4C2

Bronze Certificate

Connor Hunter 4M2
Marceli Guziewicz 4MM

UK Senior Maths Challenge results:
Best in School and Silver Certificate

Rhanna Rankin 6C2

Bronze certificates

Amaar Ahmed 5M2 (best in year)
Saiyra Bhatti 5M1
Rachel Tonelli 6A2

Inter House Xmas Debating
Championship 2013 participants

Airlie –
Cortachy –
Mains –

Aadam Un-Nabi 6A2
Jack Mcfarlane 6A
Paul McCabe 6C,
Jordan Mudie 6C1
Jason Corr 6M
Caitlin Finnan 6M1



Inter-House Xmas Debating
Championship Winners 2013



Morgan Rock and Pop Awards 2013

Rachael Adam 3A1



Morgan Academy Rotary Interact Club run by

Hannah Scott 6C1
Chloe Teale 6C1



RYLA Leadership Course attendees (2013)



RYLA Leadership Course attendees (2014)
(to take place in July)

Lucy Hendry 6C1
Chloe Teale 6C1
Michaela Lennox 5A1
Charley Carroll 5A1



Baccalaureate Interdisciplinary
Project A Pass (full results August 2014)

Atia Azad 6A
Caitlin Finnan 6M1
Rachel Tonelli 6A



Gellatly Award 2014 (for musical composition)

Charlotte Brimner 5A1



Turner Bell Award 2014 (for solo singing)

Jack McFarlane



Dundee Vocalist of the Year participant

Alannah Coupar 6C



Dundee City McManus Award for Citizenship
2013 – Morgan Academy’s nomination

Katie Malone 6CC

Mains

Jason Corr 6M
Caitlin Finnan 6M1



Edinburgh Angus Club Awards
for academic excellence

Atia Azad 6A
Iain Brown 6MM
Caitlin Finnan 6M1
Mostafa Manssour 6A
Hannah Scott 6CC

Some Clubs/Trips/Events and Other School Achievements in Session 2013-14


As intimated previously in this Report, the current session marks our tenth in this iconic
building rebuilt after the disastrous fire that nearly destroyed the school in 2001. To mark this
landmark a number of activities were planned over the session:
8th November 2013
made available at the dinner
26th April 2014
Friday 13th June 2014

Former Pupil/Staff Celebratory Dinner*
Celebratory DVD#
Summer Fete
Celebration Concert


Mr Mike Russell, Education Minister, visited Dundee University in early September 2013 for the
national launch of parent support materials for Curriculum for Excellence developments. Morgan
pupils were asked to help with the catering for this event and the following girls helped out:
Megan Collins 4C1
Chloe Sinclair 4CC

Catherine Hart 4M2
Bethany Townsley 4AA

Laura Milton 4MM
Hannah McArthur 4AA

The girls did an excellent job and were a credit to themselves and the school. Well done to them
and thank you to Mrs Russell and the HE Department for supporting and preparing the girls.


The 150th anniversary of the creation of Baxter Park was celebrated in the park on Sunday 15th
September 2013 with a number of activities taking place there. Thank you to our own Morgan
pupils who helped out on the day. They were all a credit to the school and their input was much
appreciated. Those involved were:
Sarah Coutts 6C2
Caitlin Finnan 6M1*
Mostafa Manssour 6A2
Jack McFarlane 6A1
Jordan Mudie 6C1*
Hannah Scott 6C1*
Chloe Teale 6C1*



*particular thanks to these pupils who between Doors
Open Day and the Baxter Park celebrations, gave up
their whole weekend to support Morgan Academy.

One of our largest groups yet of forty five pupils with staff visited Dalguise Outdoor Centre over a
weekend in September on the annual S6 Outdoor Activities/study weekend. This really was an
excellent weekend with everyone thoroughly enjoying themselves. In addition to developing study
skills, other activities included Giant Swing, vertical challenge course, Jacobs ladder and archery
among other things.These activities were much enjoyed by our senior pupils and there were
excellent examples of good teamwork and leadership in evidence. The group was well supported
by Dalguise staff as well as our own Morgan Staff in attendance. The weather was good as was the
food (so most thought!) and accommodation. There was an excellent camp fire on Saturday evening
with guitar accompaniment from Gary Scott 6M and Mr McKay. Very well done to all S6 involved
in the weekend - I am sure they all slept well on their return! Thank you to all the staff who
accompanied the pupils and providing this opportunity - Mrs Rew, Mrs Jack, Mr Currie, Miss
McCaffrey, Miss Gudmunsen, Mr McKay, Mr Lockhart. Particular thanks to Mrs Jack who
provided the fun study support activities (and the sweets) on Friday night, Miss McCaffrey and
Miss Gudmunsen who provided the Saturday quiz.



Two of our S6 pupils, Paul McCabe 6C and Hannah Scott 6CC, journied to Poland in October to
visit the Auschwitz Concentration camp as part of the ‘Lessons from Auschwitz’ project. This was
a fantastic, although very thought provoking opportunity for these pupils to learn more about the
experience of prisoners at the camp and to consider the valuable lessons we can still learn from the
horrors of the Holocaust. Our thanks go to Mr Burton who supported Paul and Hannah and
coordinated arrangements for travel and pre-visit briefings. Paul and Hannah contributed to our
assemblies at the end of January when we took part in World Holocaust Day activities.



Twenty eight pupils and four staff returned safely from March 2014’s school ski excursion to
Austria. Tired from the travel and the week’s skiing the group were welcomed home by parents at
the school around 6.30pm on Friday evening. The skiing during the week was very good with lots
of snow and pupils made excellent progress developing their skiing skills. Weather was generally
very good with one or two days when visibility was quite limited – skiing continued on these
occasions and this required careful attention to instructions and a clear focus! All pupils showed
great resilience, commitment and importantly, a sense of fun - very well done to all. Everyone
thoroughly enjoyed the trip with very good accommodation, transport and most importantly high
quality ski instruction. Every pupil received a ski certificate to mark their progress from their three
ski instructors, Will, Holly and Lizzy. Additional special awards were also presented on the final
day by the instructors. Very well done again to all pupils on the trip. Well done also and thank you
to Miss Cameron who organised the trip and along with her team (Miss Geddes, Mr Mackay and
Mr Shaw) supervised and supported the group during this excursion. Well done and thank you to
senior pupils Barry Wilson 6C and Kayleigh Brough 6A who also helped with support and
supervision of the group.



Mrs Quin, Mr Anderson, Mr Burton and Miss Murray took a group of over 30 pupils on a trip to
Belgium in June 2014. The group visited war graves as part of our country’s commemoration of
the 100th anniversary of the start of the First World War. Their departure involved a simulation of
the departure of young men 100 years ago to the front and was quite moving with a member of staff
from the tour company reading out a message from Lord Kitchiner which would also have been
read out to battalions in Dundee as they left from Dundee station on their way to the Front. Pupils
then ‘marched’ to the bus with accompanying pipes and drums from a CD led by ‘Colonel’ Quin.
One hundred and seventeen former Morgan Academy pupils and 1 member of staff lost their lives
in the Great War (as it is sometimes called) and our group visited the graves of some of these young
men (many of them under 20 years of age). The group placed small crosses with the Morgan badge
at some of these graves. The group had an enjoyable, memorable although thought provoking trip..
Among other things the group visited the site of the The Battle of the Somme which took place
between July and November 1916 over 1 million men were either killed or wounded making it one
of humanity’s bloodiest battles. The group visited a number of FP war graves leaving a small cross
with Morgan badge attached. One of the graves visited was that of FP, David M Goodfellow and
he is in our Morgan Roll of Honour Book - we have a photograph and the following information in
our Roll of Honour Book ...... he lived at 10 Rosebery Street, Dundee. He was a Signaller killed on
27th August 1917 at Ypres, France. He enlisted in the 10th Seaforth Highlanders. As one would
expect on such a trip there were some very emotional moments and everyone with their good
behaviour and sense of respect was a credit to the school. Thank you to trip leader, Mrs Quin and
staff members Mr Anderson, Miss Murray and Mr Burton for providing this memorable opportunity
for our young people.



Morgan Academy was one of the finalists in the local Authority OSCA’s Award Ceremony
(Outstanding Service and Commitment Awards) in Summer 2014 for our sterling work with support
for pupils. While we did not win, our good work was recognised among staff from across the City.
Mrs Low, Mrs Spencer, Ms Wilson, Miss Griffith, Mr Wallace and Mr Shaw were present to
represent all staff in Morgan. Dundee Schools Musical theatre provided some excellent
entertainment and our own Katie Malone 6CC was involved.

